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 . . ), ATC, is a 2001 Japanese film starring Takeo Nakahara and directed by Takashi Miike. ATC3 .. . stars Japanese actor
Takeo Nakahara, who also writes the screenplay. He plays the protagonist ATC (Aviation Traffic Controller) 3, the son of a

pilot and a housewife. The film was an adaptation of the novel Bōkoku Yobidasu Monogatari by Shun'ichi Saeki. It was his first
English language film. Nakahara played the role of ATC 3, a Tokyo Metropolitan Air Traffic Control Center Controller in

ATC3 .. ., which starred American actor George Clooney as the film's villain. ATC3 is an action thriller film, inspired by the
1997 LA runway collision between American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175 that killed more than 300

people, and refers to the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Synopsis In ATC3, ATC 3 is the highest ranking air traffic controller in the sky.
He is a quiet and professional but some say arrogant, person. His mother is the head of a Tokyo Metropolitan Air Traffic

Control Center and his father is an airline pilot. His older brother is a first officer in the airline. The ATC 3 describes his family
with pride and does not tell people about his dreams of a career in the air traffic control sector. Because of his father's job and

his mother's job, he is raised in the air traffic control center from a young age, and for his 6th birthday, he is given a small
model airplane which his mother always says she will take him to the airport to teach him how to fly. He does not go. Instead, he

takes his video game, reads a manga and plays an electric guitar. Because of his father's job, he goes on several tour trips all
over the world. The film begins with the air traffic control center scene in a Korean airport where the ATC 3 is working as a

traffic controller. He likes it because he can read manga while controlling the planes. However, ATC 3 has a lot of pressure in
his job. He is supposed to control airplanes that can fly around the world. As one controller says "You can see everyone's cars,
you can see everybody's houses and planes." An ATC 3 has to be ready to push down a button at any time. When the airplane

gets close to an airport, the ATC 3 can be nervous because he 82157476af
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